Pleasing Israel Sightseeing Tour Package6 Days & 5 Nights
Hotel included in package:
4 Star
Cities:


Tel Aviv (2D)



Tiberias (1D)



Jerusalem (3D)




Overview









Get a chance to enrich yourself with information about agriculture in Israel with our
affordable 5 nights, 6 days Israel Sightseeing Packages. Israel, with its well
developed agro tourism, introduces you to the astonishing landscapes of the country
as well as the respective techniques being used for the best agricultural yield. You will
come across many awesome examples of up-to-date technology that are instrumental
in boosting agriculture as well as uplifting the importance of this sector in the country.
Modified especially for executives and personnel of agricultural and mechanical
industries, every agricultural farm visit in Israel is like an experience filled with intense
knowledge. This range of Israel Sightseeing Tour Packages includes agricultural
trips and takes you to witness the significant spots such as Agricultural Research
Organization, Volcani Center at Tel Aviv and Netafim. Other important places which
seek your visit regarding agriculture are Kibbutz Hydroponic Farm, Eden Farm, Kibbutz
Degania. Get to learn from the experts about the cultivation of many fruits and crops,
with techniques developed to grow these without soil. At Arava Research &
Development Center and Naan Dan Jain Irrigation, you will get to know more about
the ingenious approaches to boost harvest.
As the trip proceeds, you will visit Shvil Hasalat and Ein Gedi. You will enjoy a stopover
at fruitful desert agriculture approaches. Come across eco-friendly and amazing
farming techniques with this sightseeing tour. Apart from being introduced to
revolutionary agricultural techniques, you will get enough opportunities to explore the
beauty and attractions of the country such as Dead Sea, Jerusalem, and Tel Aviv.
TravelTriangle boosts your holidays as we provide you with each day itinerary and
assures you the best of your comfort with hassle free check-ins to luxurious hotels,
delicious breakfasts every morning and a restful sleep every night.
Once you book from our sightseeing tour packages in Israel, you are absolutely
not gonna regret your decision. Spend quality time with your loved ones and get a lot
of knowledge with this educational trip to this destination. Delight in the unique
amalgamation of learning and sightseeing experience, away from your boring and
long office hours with this overall worthy package specially designed for you. So,
book now, or never!

Itinerary
Day 1
Tel Aviv: Arrival and leisure day



Arrival

Day at leisure

Other Benefits (On Arrival)

Israel is all set to amaze you!
As you reach the airport, our representative will be there to greet you and you will then be
transferred to the hotel for your check-in before heading to your room. Rest of the day is free
for you to enjoy it your way. Enjoy a city tour to admire Bauhaus architecture, rent bikes and
explore the city. Visit the adjacent town of Jaffa, or buy souvenirs at the Caramel Market.
After a day spent at leisure, return to the hotel for a sound sleep.
Optional: Leisure activities (Charges extra)

Day 2
Tel Aviv: Sightseeing


Agricultural Research Organization

Other Benefits (On Arrival)

Enjoy an agriculture tour today.
Arise to a satisfying breakfast and leave for a guided tour to various places of agricultural
significance. You will be taken to the exhibition and visiting center of the main agriculture and
farming research institute of State of Israel Agriculture Ministry Volcani Center, now known to
be Agricultural Research Organization, Volcani Center. You will witness the latest
developments and innovations of Israel agriculture. This will help you get acquainted with the
technology helping in the cultivation of crops like pomegranates and grapes. Listen from the
experts on Water and Nutrition Management of these crops.
From here, you will be taken for a Kibbutz tour to Netafim in Kibbutz Hatzerim. Netafim is the
country’s leading manufacturer of irrigation equipment, owns the credit of manufacturing the
world famous dripper. Once you’re enriched with in-depth agricultural insight, proceed to the
hotel in for a restful night.
Tip: Take out time to enjoy at Tel Aviv’s beaches such as Hilton, Frishman, and Gordon.

Day 3
Tiberias: Hydroponic farms


Kibbutz Hydroponic Farm



Eden Farm

Other Benefits (On Arrival)

Boost your knowledge about the hydroponics and greenhouses.
Feed upon your delightful breakfast, check out and proceed to Tiberias on the 3rd day of your
Israel Sightseeing tour. But before that, your day will be augmented with a Kibbutz trip,
where you will be taken to the Hydroponic Farm. Here, you will be introduced to greenhouses
and hydroponics - latest method of growing crops without soil. You will also be made
acquainted with Nursery specialized Hydroponic plantation. Now your day trip will continue to
a testing farm for agriculture i.e the valley of springs Eden Farm.
Visit Kibbutz Degania, and know about the cultivation of dates and pomegranates. Moreover,
you will also visit fish pools in Kibbutz kfar rupin before heading to Tiberias. Once you reach
Tiberias, check-in to the hotel for a peaceful night.
Distance from Tel Aviv to Tiberias: 133 km (approx.)
Travel Time: 2 hours (approx.)

Day 4
Jerusalem: Farm tour and sightseeing



Naan Dan Jain Irrigation

Arava Research & Development Center

Other Benefits (On Arrival)

Proceed to Arava for another farm tour.
Morning breakfast, and check out from the hotel to set off for another informative day to Naan
Dan Jain Irrigation. Get introduced to technologies like Fertigation and Comprehensive
Irrigation as well as greenhouses climate control technologies. From here, you will proceed to
Arava Research & Development Center. The center specializes in planning and

implementation of agricultural Turnkey projects. Its expertise in intensive agriculture caters to
the deserts and semi-arid areas, as well as in regions of difficult climates and saline water.
Personnel here have hands-on expertise with crops like mangoes, tomatoes, flowers, fodder,
and corn.
After this knowledgeable desert agriculture session, proceed to the Dead Sea region for an
extraordinary experience. Float in the mineral-rich waters of the sea and surrender your body
to ultimate relaxation. Enjoy a soothing spa by smearing the rejuvenating sea-mud all over
your body. Once the day is over, proceed to Jerusalem and check-in to the hotel for a peaceful
sleep.
Distance from Tiberias to Jerusalem: 177 km (approx.)
Travel Time: 2 hours (approx.)

Day 5
Sightseeing: Abu Dhabi & Ferrari World



Dead Sea
Qumran Caves

Other Benefits (On Arrival)

Your penultimate day in Israel takes you to agricultural sites and the Dead Sea.
Savor a delightful breakfast and set off for another day to gain further more insights into
agriculture. Enjoy a smooth ride to Shvil Hasalat – an Agriculture site in southern Israel.
Dwelled in the heart of the desert, this farm will enlighten Organic Farming, herbs, spices as
well as water management. Also, you will also get to know about the “high tech” agricultural
technologies.
After this farm trip, move to Desert greenhouses, followed by a trip to Ein Gedi – country’s
natural reserve an oasis. The only populated botanical garden in the world is The Kibbutz.
From here, you will continue to the Dead Sea to visit Qumran cave, where Dead Sea scrolls
were found. Later, return to the hotel and snuggle into your cozy beds for the night.
Tip: Don’t forget to buy Dead Sea cosmetics from Israel.

Day 6

Israel: Departure


Departure

Other Benefits (On Arrival)

Culminate this sightseeing tour today and return back home with a lot of agricultural
information.
Your day begins with a filling breakfast, followed by some leisure time. Later, get transferred
to the Ben Gurion International airport and catch your flight back home.

Hotels
Note: Our agents will provide you these or similar hotels depending on availability

Days 1-2
Tel Aviv
Prima City Hotel - 9 Mapu Street Tel Aviv - 63577, Israel

Day 3
Tiberias
Royal Plaza Hotel - Ganei Menorah Blvd Tiberias - 14100, Israel

Days 4-5
Jerusalem
Grand Court Jerusalem - 15 Saint George St Jerusalem - 91002, Israel



Inclusions
All sightseeing as per the itinerary



Accommodation on twin sharing at Bed & Breakfast basis



All entrance fees as per the itinerary



English speaking Guide for the entire tour



A water bottle daily per person/day



Exclusions
Air Tickets (available on request)



Israel Visa (available on request, to be organized from India)



Travel insurance (available on request)



Tips to guide & driver



Personal expenses

